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Lillebaby Full Carrier has six (!) carrying positions, fits newborns across 45 pounds, and includes tons of features, making it convenient for you and your baby. Here's what we love about Lillebai: Six positions to carry without the need for baby inserts! 1) Newborn in front of you on the front 2) Baby in front of you on the front 3) Baby face on the front 4) Baby in
front of you on the front 5) Hip Carry 6) Back Carry. Lambar support of the owner increases comfort and minimizes the tension of the lower back. Allows the wearer to wear a backpack style or with straps crossed on the back. Double buckle adjustments simplify breastfeeding and adjusting the straps on the go. The sleeping hood is removable and very
adjustable. It provides more head support for the newborn stage, and also provides more discrete nursing and sun protection when needed. The torso can be made higher than many other soft media structures. This provides more back and neck support for your baby, is more comfortable for them to sleep with, and will also help you feel more comfortable
because it keeps the baby's weight above your hips rather than the baby pulling away from you more. Two pockets! One large zippered pocket to store your belongings and a small pocket to tuck the hood into. shoulder straps and waist are wide and comfortably soft. THERE is NO additional baby insertion required for newborns. The newborn strap is on.
Want another print? We can order any Lillebaby product for you!!! For use from a newborn to 45 pounds. Made of cotton. Lillebaby is actively testing both voluntary and mandatory standards. Their products do not contain lead, toxic dyes, phthalates, fire retardants and are certified by CPSIA and ASTM. The padding on the spitting consists of non-toxic PE, a
material often used in children's mattresses. The waist belt is also made from the non-toxic PEVA material. Many children's products (bibbs, etc.) currently use PEVA as it is considered greener and safer than PVC, etc. HOW IT USED? ANY ADVICE? Check out 6 position options! Newborn up to 3 months (minimum 7 pounds/3.2 kg). Use a wide seat setting.
No additional insertion is required. BENEFITS: The child comes face to face with you and is protected from the environment. You can see and hear the child, and attend to her/his comfort. Natural comfort: The baby is located in the natural position of newborn frogs. Neck support is adjustable to fully support the baby's head and neck. Conveniently nurse a
child with easy reach adjusting buckles on the sides. Privacy hood to care or shelter from the sun and wind. Lumbar support for your extra comfort. 2. INFANT FACE-IN POSITION AGE: Newborn up (minimum 7 kg). Stop using when the baby is ready to sit with their feet around the waist. Use a narrow seat setting. BENEFITS: Allows you to carry your baby
while the baby wears a rupture (when the baby has grown out of the fetal position, but little to sit in a wide-seat carrier with legs around the parents). Offers a place for carrying, which other wide-seater carriers do not have. It is an alternative to the position of the fetus. Ergonomic: The patented rounded seat keeps the child ergonomically seated in a wide seat
position with good support for his back, buttocks and thighs, and with a natural rounded back. The baby is face to face with you and is protected from the environment. You can see and hear the child, and attend to her/his comfort. Neck support is adjustable to fully support the baby's head and neck. Conveniently nurse a child with easy reach adjusting
buckles on the sides. Privacy hood to care or shelter from the sun and wind. Lumbar support for your extra comfort. 3. FRONT FACE OUT POSITIONAGE: 6 months or more. Use when the child can strongly and independently support her/his head. Use a narrow seat setting. Support neck folds and buttons in front of the wearer. The child's hands may lie
above the neck support or rest on the sides of the carrier. BENEFITS: Perfect for learning how a child can see and engage with the surroundings, being safe and content near you. Increases interaction and communication due to face-to-face intimacy with siblings and family members. The development of speech and communication is enhanced: the child is
able to see and imitate the mimics for communication. It helps to satisfy a child's natural curiosity. Ergonomic: The patented rounded seat keeps the child ergonomically seated in a wide seat position with good support for his back, buttocks and thighs, and with a natural rounded back. Lumbar support for your extra comfort. 4. TODDLER FRONT FACE-IN
POSITIONAGE: 6 months or more. Use when the baby can comfortably sit with her feet around your waist. Use a wide seat setting. BENEFITS: The child comes face to face with you, protected from the environment. Perfect for transporting tired or sleeping children. The wide, deep seat provides a natural sitting position. The tall torso eases the baby's
weight by leaning on you and keeps the child's center of gravity inside the carrier. This is much more convenient compared to other brands where the baby seems to be hanging out of the carrier. A wide seat helps to improve weight distribution between the hip and shoulders, so you can comfortably carry around for longer periods of time. The baby is face to
face with you and is protected from the environment. You can see and hear the child and attend it/his comfort. Neck support is adjustable to fully support the baby's head and neck. Conveniently nurse a child with easy reach adjusting buckles on the sides. Privacy hood to care or shelter from the sun and wind. Lumbar support for your extra comfort. 5. HIP
AGE: 6 months and older. Use when the child can strongly and independently support her/his head and sit comfortably with his feet around the waist. Use a wide seat setting. BENEFITS: Hip holding feels natural for many parents. Lets Lets weight to rest on the hip, with less pressure on the lower back. Ideal for communication, learning and learning together.
The child can see your face and read your signals. Simplifies doing tasks that would otherwise be difficult with the child on your front. The wide, deep seat provides a natural sitting position for the child. A wide seat helps to improve the weight distributed between the hip and the shoulders, so that you can comfortably carry around for longer periods of time. 6.
BACK POSITION AGE: 6 months and older. Use when the child can strongly and independently support her/his head and sit comfortably with his feet around the waist. Use a wide seat setting. BENEFITS: Perfect for carrying heavier weights. Ideal for transporting a child for longer periods of time. It puts less pressure on the lower back. A wide seat helps to
improve the weight distributed between the hip and the shoulders, so that you can comfortably carry around for longer periods of time. Simplifies doing tasks that would otherwise be difficult with the child on your front. The wide, deep seat provides a natural sitting position for the child. The tall torso eases the baby's weight by leaning on you and keeps the
child's center of gravity inside the carrier. This is much more convenient compared to other brands where the baby seems to be hanging out of the carrier. Easy to put on: The media design allows you to use the rear position unaided with simple and safe equipment. Neck support adapts to the full support of the baby's head and neck. The hood provides
additional support and shelter from the sun and wind. CARE machine wash with cold water on a gentle cycle with minimal detergent. The line is dry. VIDEO Not sure how to use your Lillebaby in this position? Check out these great training videos for each carry position! PRODUCT ORIGIN: MADE IN CHINA About Lillebai The idea that functional and
beautiful everyday objects should be accessible to all of us is a major theme in Scandinavian design. With the Scandinavian foundation, the L'LL'baby brand has been rooted in this foundation since its conception and has shown a warm passion for combining functionality and style. Resonating with the Scandinavian values of quality of life, honesty and love
for the beauty of nature, L'LL'baby aims to make children's products that bring this functional style to parents, anywhere. We wish parents to achieve the simple luxury of keeping their child close while building a natural connection, in perfect comfort and style. Green Commitment: Becoming a parent reminds us that we pass the world on to our children. To this
end, LLL's company is committed to minimizing our environmental impact by bringing you environmental products and processing our products, packaging and day-to-day. Although organic and sustainable are pretty buzzwords these days, they have been part of our company vocabulary from the beginning. We started almost 10 years ago. a lot of optimism,
but little money, so conservation was critical - it became a way of life. But the biggest impact is not our bike on the job or reuse of printed paper, but how we make our products. That's why we develop our products to be the most sustainable versions we can make. Our packaging and ink are checked for their decomposition in landfills to make sure they are not
harmful to the environment. The materials we choose, the coloring we use, the production methods we use, and the factories we choose where we make sure the products are healthy for our little customers, and where our green philosophy makes a big difference. The rear position is a carrier change game when it comes to babywearing, but it's important not
to use it until your child is ready! Here are some checks to help you find out when it's time. The child should: 1. be at least 6 months. 2. Be big enough to sit comfortably in the widest spot setting on your media. This means that they are fully supported from knee to knee, with full range of movement on the knee. 3. Be able to maintain your head on your own.
Here's a video demonstrating our recommended method of getting your child in a back-carry position: Learning a new position can be tricky, so please contact us CustomerService@LILLEbaby.com if you need extra support! Support!
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